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Editor’s Note
By Chelene Knight

PHOTO: KATHERINE HOLLAND

When I was asked to edit this issue of Write
knowing I would be working exclusively with
Black writers, I desired the opportunity to
respond to their pieces; to go back and forth and
converse with these writers. I wanted to slow
down and tell them how their pieces affected
me and how I saw them fitting together, as a
community.
I take to heart the relationship that can form when a Black editor
and Black writer are encouraged to sit down together, even for a
short time. Why is this relationship such a rare occurrence?
When I initially read through all of the pieces in this issue, I felt
a common thread poking out from beneath the pages. Although
these stories and opinions are offered to us on the page through
different perspectives and various experiences, I couldn’t ignore
the cohesiveness. To me, this issue of Write began to feel as if we
were all deep in conversation.
I’ve always known that through community and collaboration
we could indeed visit and at the very least explore a reimagining
of the Canadian publishing industry. We envision the necessity
of transparency in Wanda Taylor’s piece and how open
communication with authors and publishers can empower us to
create and sustain diverse spaces. And it is that sustainability that
has been the missing link for so long. Even if Black voices make
it onto the page, and into the decision-making rooms, how do we
ensure this space is equitable? Equity and equality are two very
different things. I think deeply about this all the time.
Adding the literary agent role to my other publishing hats
meant that I had to protect myself and create firm boundaries
around my time, and this wasn’t always supported even when
folks asked me directly: “What do you need?” I had to align my
collaborators and be certain I had enough time, money, and
curated support to step into such a role. I had to create time to
predict and understand what my obstacles might be before I
took this leap so that I could troubleshoot ahead of time. But is
there room for those of us who need to move slower in order to
make the necessary adjustments and to clearly communicate our
needs? What happens if we make a mistake once we are in the
room? “The stakes are greater for those of us who are not part of
dominant society: Rejection, isolation, and fear of being exiled are
real for people who are already on the margins,” Dianah Smith
says in her piece, “Writing from Within.”

In this issue, we as a group ask: Is there truly equitable space
at the table for more Black writers, agents, acquisitions editors,
entrepreneurs, teachers, and CEOs to talk about the known
nuances of publishing books, supporting authors, and creating
stories that change the way we see the world? Is there time for
us to learn about one another? All of the pieces in this issue offer
me hope. They tell me it is possible and necessary. But how do
we get there?
I am the only writer in my family. My parents didn’t read to
me as a child, and I was often discouraged from having my face
buried in a book, but I refused to let go of the worlds I was falling
into and the ones I was creating. I recall building stories that
started at the end, and spiralling characters into unmentionable
predicaments, but not having any idea if this was how writing
started. As a young girl I would write letters to my father telling
him all the stories I was creating and what was happening in
my day. My younger cousin and I would write humorous, far-off
tales about movies we’d seen and plop them into mailboxes
addressed to no one in particular. What if we are encouraged
to explore storytelling through uniquely constructed containers
and structures as Rowan McCandless does in her piece on craft,
“Playing With Form”? What if our entry point into the world
of writing starts with writing a letter like Lawrence Hill speaks
about in his piece? What if we could show the decision-makers
that there is a demand and desire for work that unfolds in ways
we’ve not seen before? What about Dianah Smith’s exploration of
language to tell our stories in a way that is authentic to us? What
conversations are being had about these experiences?
Can mentorship and teaching play instrumental roles in
highlighting non-traditional routes to publishing? The questions
keep coming. There is no shortage of questions. The answers
emerge through different voices, octaves, and words. The common
thread that I witnessed from the very beginning is a desire to live
in a world built for us to thrive. Not to merely exist, but to thrive.
We are collaborating. We are sitting at the table together having
a conversation that is meant to spark and create permanent
change and move us away from saying yes to temporary space.
This is not a “one-off” or a veneer. We are exchanging ideas that
will solidify and strengthen the publishing foundation. We are
exchanging ideas and reminiscing. This issue is a gathering of
incredible Black writers who are speaking and listening to each
other. We are responding to one another, and through the lens of
reimagining, folks on the other side of the door are listening.
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Writer’s Blot
INDUSTRY Q+A /

Path to Being a Publishing
Professional

Chelene Knight interviews colleague Léonicka Valcius about her path to publishing and
her role as a literary agent at Transatlantic Agency.
CK: What are some of your goals in terms of what you hope
to achieve in publishing with the role you currently hold as a
literary agent?
LV: My goal is to help writers. The diversity conversation is often
about characters on the page, and I am more concerned with
the people who create those books. I am trying to prioritize and
elevate specific voices that need to be heard and to put money in
their pockets for as long as possible. My job is to build a career
for these writers. I want to invest my time and energy in folks
who need it the most, and for me that is writers of colour. I am
not shy about that. I want to focus on what I can do as an agent
to help writers build a career that is sustainable and impervious
to the vagaries of the industry.
What is one thing you wish someone told you before you entered
the Canadian book publishing industry?
One thing I didn’t understand as a young person was the real
salary expectations and what that meant. I would have loved
to see a salary breakdown over the life of your career and what
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the salary means in the context of cost of living. As I got older,
my tolerance for being broke decreased. I refuse to do that to
myself. Salary expectations are really important. We never tell
people that we work other jobs. We don’t talk about this, which
allows this to continue. I wish we would stop talking about this
[industry] as if it is an altruistic profession and actually talk
about the numbers.
Can you talk a little bit about support when you first entered the
publishing industry?
Support is confusing as a Black woman. The support I need, the
support I requested, and the support I got are all different things.
People believe in me. And this would keep me going, but I don’t
think that’s what I needed as a young person starting out in the
industry. I started asking questions about diversity on day one. I
wanted to learn, but I was often asked to lead the conversation.
But there is a lot I don’t know, and I was looking for guidance
and not getting it. When I would ask for more work or feedback,
people would tell me “you are doing great!” No one was helping
me grow. I felt that I was always thrust into a leadership role, and

REFER A WRITER
SAVE ON DUES
no one taught me how to do the job that I was actually hired for.
This is why I loved working on the Festival of Literary Diversity
(FOLD) and sitting around Jael Richardson’s kitchen table
discussing how we could make a difference. It was energizing. I
felt a real sense of community. I could contribute, learn, absorb,
and get perspective. I was able to be a student in that space and
learn from other Black people.
Do you have a mentor?
I have a network of people. Sometimes they are peers. I am pretty
tapped into agents and editors in the U.S., and I try to stay in
touch with people who I would trust to ask a question.
Do you have advice for other women of colour who want to hold
a professional position in publishing?
For publishing in general: Don’t work for free. There is a lot
of emotional labour that is tied to being a woman of colour in
general. Do not assume that because it is a professional space,
you will not be asked to do diversity and inclusion work that is
not in your job description. It can take a toll on the spirit, and
you don’t have to do it. As it relates to agenting: Do not gamble
with your grocery money. Be mindful that your needs are met
before you go off and take this leap of faith. It’s too risky and too
volatile and too thankless for you to do it with the things that are
too precious to you. You have to know that you will still be okay if
this doesn’t work out.
Have hobbies, read for fun, do other things, have friends
outside of the industry. Protect yourself and your well-being.
Léonicka Valcius is an associate agent at Transatlantic Agency,
representing commercial and genre fiction for adults and children. As
the founder of #DiverseCanLit and a founding member of the Festival
of Literary Diversity, working with writers of colour is a key part of
Léonicka’s mandate. Léonicka previously worked in sales at Penguin
Random House Canada and at Scholastic Book Fairs Canada. For
more of her work, visit leonicka.com and her Twitter @leonicka.

Our refer-a-writer program is back! Earn
$20 off your dues for each writer you refer
that joins the Union, and they’ll get $20
off too.
Since 1973, The Writers’ Union of Canada
has advocated for a stronger literary
culture. Now over 2,200 members strong,
TWUC advocates on behalf of writers’
collective interests, and delivers value to
members through advocacy, community,
and information. We believe in a thriving,
diverse Canadian culture that values and
supports writers.
We are stronger together. Invite your
writing colleagues to join us.

Visit writersunion.ca/refer-writer for full
details. Offer ends March 31, 2021.
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Writing to Build
Community
BY L AWRENCE HILL

When I reimagine the publishing industry through community and
collaboration, my mind always goes to my own development as a writer
and the community ties that have arisen along the way.

W

hat was the first time that I imagined the
process of making stories? When did I first
write with passion or indignation? And how
did working as a writer influence and enrich
my own sense of belonging to communities?
My brother Dan, sister Karen, and I were
lucky to have a mother who read to us and a father who made up
wild bedtime stories.
My mother, Donna Hill, was a white, sharp-tongued, speakno-nonsense civil rights activist who couldn’t cook to save her
life, but who brought energy, voice, and passion to the things she
read to us at night. One of her favourite readings, which I quickly
memorized, was the poem “Disobedience” by A.A. Milne. Here’s
how it starts:
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James James Morrison Morrison
Weatherby George Dupree
Took great care of his mother
Though he was only three
The repetition and the over-the-top verbosity appealed to my
mother’s silly bone, and formed the marrow of mine. Listening to
my mother read poems and stories taught me about playfulness,
inanity, and absurdity in language.
My father, Daniel G. Hill, an African American WWII vet
who married my mother on the Howard University campus in
Washington DC in 1953 and moved with her the next day to
Toronto, which they both embraced as their new home, never
read a book to us aloud. But he made up stories nightly. He

could imitate human accents, mimic the sounds of raccoons and
bears, and transport us to imaginary but impossible places. In
my father’s bedside narrations, lions wrestled with tigers, and
children ran from stampeding elephants.
Other of my father’s stories were entirely human and would
begin with lines such as: “You’ll never believe what happened
today at work.” By the time I was 6, he was director of the brandnew Ontario Human Rights Commission, and he came home
with story after story. “I have met an apartment owner who
refuses to rent a room in his house to a Black man from Jamaica
and says he doesn’t have to, because the owner lives in the house,
too. What do you think I should do about that?”
In terms of helping me become a writer, my father’s greatest
gift was unintentional. He didn’t want any writers in the family.
He was an African American immigrant with a Ph.D., and like
most other immigrants of his time, the last thing he wanted was
for any son or daughter of his to become a novelist. He wanted
us to become doctors, lawyers, engineers — anything that would
provide economic security, offer social status, and insulate us
from the racism he had encountered in the highly segregated
American army.
He knew that professionals had to be literate, so he tried to
move me along that path by making me write letters for the things
I wanted. A kitten. My first pair of Adidas Rom running shoes.
Permission to stay out and play after the streetlights came on.
I wrote and wrote and wrote for the things I desired, and
generally, if I turned out a decent letter with no spelling mistakes,
I’d get what I wanted. The letters became my instruments of
argumentation and were designed to shift the thinking of a parent
who sat down at the kitchen table with his arms crossed, as in
“You’d better impress me with that letter.”
By the time I’d written a few, there was no looking back.
Writing could change my world. It could get me the things I
wanted. A well-written letter seemed the only hope to change the
mind of a domineering father. It could change my world. So I kept
on with it.
I feel fortunate to have grown up in the 1960s and to have
begun travelling in the 1970s, at a time when long-distance phone
calls seemed out of the question, and we were still decades away
from the internet and email.
I began travelling as a means to discover and affirm my own
Blackness, since such affirmations were certainly not coming
my way in the streets, chess clubs, debating clubs, track teams,
or schools of the Toronto I knew in the 1960s and 1970s. When
I travelled in the States to see my relatives, to Spain to write, to
study in Quebec, and to work as a volunteer in the West African
countries of Niger, Cameroon, and Mali, I wrote letter after letter
to friends and family. They were playful, uncensored personal
accounts. I wrote them too fast to worry about how badly they
were composed. Frequent letter-writing helped me adopt into a
natural voice on the page.
Using my mother’s L.C. Smith typewriter, I began writing short
stories at 14. The first stories were self-conscious and stilted. After
my mother tore them apart, I would rewrite them from scratch.

Finally, in my late twenties, when I felt ready to start writing my
first novel, I figured out that the best way to get more vitality
and humour onto the page was to write it like a long, rambling,
exuberant letter.
From the first short stories, my own writing reflected a need
to explore and affirm my own racial identity. Perhaps growing
up in a predominantly white suburb and with Black and white
parents made me feel insecure about my own identity. I read and
wrote to find myself, and to enter, if only in my own imagination,
communities that would welcome me. In the world of adult
literature, the first writers I read were African American: Zora
Neale Hurston, Gwendolyn Brooks, Langston Hughes, Richard
Wright, James Baldwin, Countee Cullen. As a reader, I fell into
their worlds. As a writer, I sought to emulate their clarity and
immediacy.
My first novel, Some Great Thing, follows a young Black
journalist’s first year on the job at a newspaper in Winnipeg.
It is not overtly autobiographical, but it draws upon my own
observations as a reporter for the Winnipeg Free Press, where
I worked in my first full-time job from 1982 to 1985. Like the
other jobs I have held — dishwasher, canoe guide, bicycle tour
guide, speech writer, and university professor — the people I
encountered as peers and as bosses were almost always white.
It wasn’t just journalism. Throughout my elementary and high
school years, I had only one teacher who was not white. I have
studied at four universities, and only one of my many professors
(a Vietnamese man who taught microeconomics at Université
Laval in Quebec City) was not white. From 1988 to 2006, I
wrote hundreds of speeches for Premiers, Cabinet Ministers,
Deputy Ministers, and Assistant Deputy Ministers in the Ontario
government, and virtually all of the speakers (and bureaucrats
who hired me) were white. In the last 30 years, I have worked
with many agents, editors, and publishers in Canada, the U.S.,
and abroad, but to the best of my knowledge only one of them has
been a person of colour.
Fiction became the one place where I could create Black worlds
and characters whom I hoped would be lively, complicated,
dimensional people. It was the one part of my life where I could
make front-and-centre in my work the African Canadian, African
American, and African voices and souls of my own family and of
my travels and personal experiences in Canada, the U.S., Europe,
and Africa. Writing fiction and creative nonfiction for me became
a form of asserting and connecting with community.
I’m proud of the white characters I have created, such as
welfare crusader Jake Corbett in Some Great Thing, slave owner
Moses Lindo in The Book of Negroes, and the accident-prone
Ivernia Beech in The Illegal. However, Black people have always
figured prominently in my stories and novels. Building those
communities on the page reflected my awareness of their absence
in my day-to-day life and helped me realize that other forms of
community connection in my life would also require conscious,
proactive efforts.
I thought that writing Some Great Thing was the hardest thing
I would ever do, but it turned out that the most difficult was to
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Black people have always figured prominently in my
stories and novels. Building those communities on
the page reflected my awareness of their absence in
my day-to-day life.

find a publisher who was willing to take it. It finally came out in
1992 with Turnstone Press, but not before pretty well every large
or mid-sized Canadian or well-known small publisher had turned
it down. One agent told me that it would be better to set the story
in Toronto (that the characters, politics, and physical setting in
the book are uniquely born of Winnipeg). Other observers in the
publishing world let me know that stories about Black characters
were unlikely to sell. At first, I believed them — the novel was
barely reviewed at all, unavailable in most bookstores, and didn’t
sell more than a few hundred copies in the first years that it was
available.
But over time, I learned what an entirely fictional and
erroneous conceit it was to claim that Black fiction wouldn’t sell.
In the 1990s, I organized a literary tribute in Toronto for the
writer Austin Clarke, but first had to overcome objections that
nobody would attend an event for a Black writer. I pushed ahead
anyway, and the room at the Harbourfront Centre was packed.
Later, of course, I noted the accolades and sales garnered by other
writers such as André Alexis, Austin Clarke, Esi Edugyan, and
Desmond Cole, and saw my own books do very well.
As I moved onto my second novel, Any Known Blood, I read
a helpful book called How to Get Happily Published by Judith
Applebaum and worked more thoughtfully and proactively to
publicize my own work. I learned how to promote my own work.
I accepted every book club invitation that came my way, sent
my books with personal notes to librarians, bookstore owners,
educators, literary festival directors, and to other persons of
influence, and for newspapers and magazines I wrote op-ed
pieces and features related to the themes of my novels. It also
helped to learn to memorize the book segments that I planned
to read in public readings, to get comfortable and relaxed as a
public speaker, and to apply effectively for arts council grants. In
the early years of writing and publishing, I made far more money
from readings, public speaking, and arts council grants than I did
from royalties.
One of the best parts of my life as a writer has been the
opportunities to connect to communities. I have visited with
hundreds of high school classrooms, and almost always love
the interactions with students. In Black communities, I have
conducted extensive interviews; been invited to give talks and
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workshops and to serve as a mentor; assisted in public advocacy,
activism, fundraising, and other volunteerism; and found myriad
ways to feel part of the communities of colour that I almost never
found enshrined in schools, universities, newsrooms, the public
service, the media, and the world of Canadian publishing.
I hope that as we build communities together, we will be
increasingly successful in our efforts to pry open doors that have
been closed to us for far too long.
If one good thing can come of all the anti-Black violence that
has become increasingly visible and undeniable in Canada, the
United States, and elsewhere in the last year or so, it is perhaps
that people in power are finally starting to see that they must open
their eyes to us, recognize us, and see that they can’t do their work
well without us at the helm too.
We have been in this country and on this continent for four
hundred years. We belong and we must be — along with others
— at helm. We belong, and must be, in every other corner and
crevice of the worlds of work, study, play, and art.
If we seek a better world for our children and grandchildren, we
have no option but to keep building communities. Folks may not
always listen. They will not always act right. But we will always
have our art to wake them up, stir them to consciousness, and
help them — in their hearts and in their actions — recognize our
humanity.
Lawrence Hill is the author of ten books, including The Book of
Negroes, The Illegal, and Black Berry, Sweet Juice: On Being
Black and White in Canada. His 2013 Massey Lectures were based
on his book of essays Blood: The Stuff of Life. His books have won
many awards, including the Commonwealth Writers’ Prize, and have
been read around the world. He co-wrote the television miniseries
based on his novel The Book of Negroes, which attracted millions of
viewers in the United States and Canada and won the NAACP award
(for outstanding writing) and eleven Canadian Screen Awards. His
essay about his mother, “Act of Love: The Life and Death of Donna
Mae Hill” appeared in The Globe and Mail newspaper in 2018, and
enriched a national conversation about medically assisted dying. He is
completing a novel for children, working on a novel about the African
American soldiers who helped the Alaska Highway during WWII, and
teaches creative writing at the University of Guelph.

On Being a Black Canadian
Woman Writer
BY CHERYL THOMPSON

I never set out to become a writer, it just happened. One day in my
early twenties, I woke up and felt this urge to write. Back then I was
a music fanatic. On a whim, I sent an email to a music magazine
inquiring if they had any openings for music reviewers.

T

o my surprise, they replied, “Yes.” That was in 2002,
and I have not stopped writing since. Today, I am
an academic who writes books for a wide audience,
not just a scholarly one. While there are many
writers who loathe labels, I embrace them. I love it
when I am called a “Black Canadian woman writer”
in part because I have watched the example set by other Black
women writers who have come before me. Most notably, Nobel
prizewinning African American author Toni Morrison.
In a 2015 interview with The Guardian, Morrison was asked
about being a Black writer, as opposed to being a writer, without
the adjective. “I’m writing for black people,” she said, adding,

“in the same way that Tolstoy was not writing for me, a 14-yearold coloured girl from Lorain, Ohio. I don’t have to apologise or
consider myself limited because I don’t [write about white people]
— which is not absolutely true, there are lots of white people in
my books. The point is not having the white critic sit on your
shoulder and approve it.”1
In 2019, Morrison died at the age of 88. After her passing, she
was described as, “the Black voice that refused to be whitewashed
in America” and as a woman “appreciated for giving Black women
a voice.”2 What made Morrison unique was that she was not only
an author; from 1967 to 1983 she was an editor at Random House
and in that role, she discovered numerous Black women writers,
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Our publishing industry has not historically embraced
the notion of Black Canadians writing about Black
Canadians.

including herself (when she published The Bluest Eye in 1970 at
the age of 39, no one at her day job knew she was a writer!). Most
notably, she published the early works of Black feminist writers
Gayl Jones and Toni Cade Bambara, and she convinced a young
Angela Davis to publish her 1974 autobiography.
“She contacted me,” recalled Davis in a 2014 interview with
UC Santa Cruz Review writer Dan White.3 “I wasn’t so much
interested in writing an autobiography. I was very young. I think
I was 26 years old.... But Toni Morrison persuaded me that I
could write it the way I wanted to; it could be the story not only
of my life but of the movement in which I had become involved,”
recalled Davis, adding “She did not rewrite things for me, but she
asked me questions. She would say, ‘What did the space look like?
What was in the room, and how would you describe it?’ It was
quite an amazing experience for me to have her as a mentor.”
Morrison, working within the castle so to speak, not from
outside its walls, was able to bring Angela Davis’ story, and by
extension, her writing, to a wide audience. We might have never
known Davis in this way, and she might not have become the
legend we know her as today if she had not had Morrison as her
editor. She was there to not only shape Davis’ words but also to
deeply understand the place(s) and space(s) from which she was
writing from and about.
I can only imagine what it is like to work with a Black editor, but
I know what it is like to be a Black educator. I see the look on my
Black students’ eyes when they enter my classroom and see me at
the front of it. I do not even have to say anything, my presence says
it all — that there is a whole world out there filled with opportunity
that is available to them. More Black editors would mean that the
unexpected writer, like myself, would take more chances with their
words, there would be safer — literary — spaces opened for them
to push the boundaries of what’s possible.
As a Black Canadian woman, I have often used the writings of
African American women like Morrison to find myself. The Bluest
Eye, for instance, was the first book I read as a young girl that
spoke to me even though Morrison was not writing for me — a
12-year-old Black girl from Scarborough, Ontario. Her writing,
however, gave me permission to see my life experiences as worthy
enough to share with others.
Morrison was unique not because she was a Black woman
editor-turned-writer who told stories from the African American
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point of view, but for the unabashed attention she paid to Black
people — their lives, hopes, and dreams — in America. She
never explained who her characters were; instead she wrote them
into being as they were in the Black communities she knew and
could imagine.
Why does Canada not have an internationally acclaimed
Black woman writer of Morrison’s stature writing about Black
Canadians — our lives, stories, and communities?
It is not that bestselling, critically acclaimed Black women
writers do not exist here. They do. For example, novelist
Esi Edugyan is only the third person to win the prestigious
Scotiabank Giller Prize twice for her books Half-Blood Blues and
Washington Black. Edugyan is exceptionally brilliant at telling
complicated stories about race, place, and history but at the same
time, she does not write about Black experiences in Canada. She
is a Black Canadian woman writing about Black characters based
on her experiences, both real and imagined.
While this distinction seems like semantics, it is not. Our
publishing industry has not historically embraced the notion
of Black Canadians writing about Black Canadians. It is hard to
think of titles of the last twenty years that centre Black characters
or communities in everyday places and spaces that do not involve
narratives of American slavery or the Underground Railroad
— narratives that have tended to appeal to white Canadian
audiences.
Where does a Black woman writer find her voice in an
environment of double erasure — as not being white, but existing
within a world where their Black Canadian lived experience, if too
central to their writing, might alienate a white audience?
I believe that the structure of the Canadian publishing industry
has a lot to do with the dearth of Black writing about Black people,
places, and spaces in Canada.
According to a 2018 Canadian Book Publishing Diversity
Baseline Survey of 372 anonymous respondents, published by
the Association of Canadian Publishers (ACP), which represents
115 Canadian-owned and controlled English-language book
publishers, 78 percent of book publishing heads are white, while
only 2 percent are Black.4 Of the nineteen different possible
responses to the question of race, 82 percent of respondents
identified as white, and only 3 percent identified as Black. While
there are no known statistics on the number of Black writers

I am a Black writer. I write from my own positionality,
as a Black woman, not with a white critic on my
shoulder, but with my community on my mind.

represented either by agents and/or publishing houses, the reality
is that these numbers not only point to the fact that Black people
are underrepresented in the industry, it also reflects what stories
are understood to be important and what stories are not.
The truth is these numbers are not that surprising at all. Ever
since #HollywoodSoWhite, a spotlight has been placed on all
creative industries to think about equity, diversity, and inclusion.
These conversations, which were accelerated in 2020 as a result
of the Black Lives Matter movement, are important, but unless
you are a Black Canadian author, you might not fully grasp what it
means to be on the margins in your industry.
It means that at every step along the editorial process — from
the initial submission of your manuscript, the revision process,
marketing, and promotions — you do not work with or get
feedback on your work from a Black (or racialized or Indigenous
person) who might have a personal connection to the subject
matter of your work. Your entire editorial experience is shaped
through white eyes.
I know firsthand the challenges that come with writing a book
with a specific lived experience and sharing that with editors and
reviewers who, while supportive and understanding, have not
always understood the depths from which I am speaking.
In 2019, for instance, I published my first book, Beauty in a
Box: Detangling the Roots of Canada’s Black Beauty Culture. This
book started as my Ph.D. dissertation in 2009. At that time, I was
working with a white woman who did not get me or the project’s
focus, even suggesting that I change my focus altogether to
something else because it might be “too difficult,” they felt, for
me to do what I was endeavouring to do, which was conduct a
historical media study of Black beauty culture in Canada.
With my eventual publisher, the editorial process was great
and my editor, though also a white woman, really helped me find
my voice, but she often acknowledged that her ability to know the
topic was limited by not knowing the experiences outlined in the
book. The process for my second book, Uncle: Race, Nostalgia and
the Politics of Loyalty, was much of the same. My editorial team
understood my voice and often encouraged me to dig deeper, but
the issue of not having a Black voice through the process remained.
I think there has been an assumption in Canadian publishing
that books on race can only focus on slavery, skin colour,
multiculturalism, or migration/immigration for white audiences

to be interested in them. Of course, I could be wrong, but I am
often asked whether my books address these very same topics,
and if I say not really, I am then asked, why not?
I am a Black writer. I write from my own positionality, as a
Black woman, not with a white critic on my shoulder, but with
my community on my mind. I am imagining the Black reader
as someone who has never read anything like this before, and as
someone whose actions, thinking, and beliefs will be changed
because they read my work.
As Morrison famously said, “If there is a book that you want to
read, but it hasn’t been written yet, you must be the one to write
it.” Black Canadian authorship is on the precipice of redefining
itself, and I am excited to see what stories this generation of
Black Canadian women writers will tell because they have,
unequivocally, yet to be written.
Cheryl Thompson is an assistant professor, School of Creative
Industries, Faculty of Communication & Design at Ryerson University.
She earned her Ph.D. in communication studies from McGill
University. Prior to her position at Ryerson, Dr. Thompson was a
Banting postdoctoral fellow (2016-2018) at the University of Toronto
and the University of Toronto Mississauga (UTM). Her next book,
Uncle: Race, Nostalgia and the Politics of Loyalty, will be published
by Coach House Books in February 2021.
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2
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Hoby, Hermione. “Toni Morrison: ‘I’m writing for black people … I don’t
have to apologise’.” The Guardian, April 25, 2015, https://www.theguardian.com/books/2015/apr/25/toni-morrison-books-interview-god-help-thechild. Accessed November 25, 2020.
Sood, Samira. “Author Toni Morrison was the black voice that refused to be
whitewashed in America.” The Print, August 7, 2019, https://theprint.in/
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POETRY /

The Poetry of
Possibility
BY ELIZABETH MUDENYO

PHOTO: ISHMIL WATERMAN

For many, 2020 is a year of heightened crisis
and instability. It is a time to reflect and
perhaps reimagine.
This year, language, brought into the public sphere, has given
people the chance to engage the imagination differently. Activists
and scholars have even been asked what they mean when they say
“defund” or “abolish.” They are asked to define their terms, and
society has been asked to consider them. We are looking outwards,
asking how systems that fail us can be dismantled and how the
environment can be salvaged. We are also facing inwards, learning
how to be with ourselves, establish deeper ways of care, or risk
depletion. We hope what serves us as individuals can serve us best
as a whole. We strive to establish new norms, as possibilities we
had never fathomed unfold before us. Some of us are struggling to
place our role in the “we.”
Poetry, usually consumed at a digestible length, offers us a
window into who we are and who we can become. One of the
calls of poetry is to aid the imagination. What I call “The Poetry
of Possibility” is concerned with imagined (and true) futures.
“Possibility,” as defined by the Cambridge Dictionary, “is a chance
that something may happen or be true.” Possibility is transient
in nature. It does not land on a binary; it instead moves towards
a destination. We all live with the notion of certain possibilities,
that something will happen in hours, days, years — propels our
actions, just as much as our present realities do.
The Poetry of Possibility is a contemporary poetic practice that
uses tone, imagery, and care for speculative future storytelling. It
has contemporaries in Franny Choi’s “Field Trip to the Museum of
Human History” and Fern Ramoutar’s “The Forecast.” “Field Trip”
imagines a future world without police or policing. A museum
guide describes how police acted as an extension of the state, a
distant concept in the Speaker’s present: Ancient American society
was built on competition / and maintained through domination and
control. “The Forecast” states the undervalued contributions of
Black people and names the intention of the poem itself: the things
we create to reimagine the world? The Poetry of Possibility is exactly
this. It sees the absurdity of our present, looks to the future with
wonderment, and takes us across a bridge.
Elder Duke Redbird once said at a symposium for BIPOC
artists, referring to the figurative and literal structures around
us, “We are currently living in someone else’s imagined future.”
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He calls artists into the power of creation and imagination. What
stories cement the present? What stories carve out new ways of
being? We can collectively imagine free and more livable realities.
Use language as manifestation. Envision spaces, relations, and
times beyond our circumstances.
Possibility is the work of Eve Ewing, a sociologist, writer, and
afrofuturist. It is particularly luminous in Eve’s “Arrival Day” which
she calls “a true story from the future.” It is inspired by Assata
Shakur’s quote, “Black revolutionaries do not drop from the moon.
We are created by our conditions.” Eve interjects, “But what if they
did?” And breaks open a world where moon people come down
to earth, and larger than life, bring the overdue promise of Black
liberation. The present becomes a past the Speaker jogs our memory
to recall. The future is present tense, and we are here, firmly planted
in the musicality and sensory details of the story. So it begins, it
happened under cover of night or early morning depending on who you ask.
The Speaker’s tone — fantastic, energized — is spun in the
everyday language we might enthusiastically share with a friend.
The posture of the poems slackens —what follows is honest,
vulnerable, and approachable. The words are often deceptively
simple and legible as the Speaker works to earn our trust.
The Speaker points out, with telling details, how something
unprecedented happened. Casually noting reversions in power,
through acts like refusal to be documented or archived. Showing
how old weapons are wielded anew and celebration is remarkably
familiar. Imagery places possibility at the foot of the Reader.
hammering the iron of the
jail cell doors into lovely wrought curls and bicycle chains,
[...] they sang. the moon people had been listening all this time and
they knew all about Sam Cooke and Aretha Franklin and
Mahalia Jackson and Marvin Gaye and Missy Elliott,
The tone shifts as the poem closes. The Speaker slows to name
the violence of the political realities we are in, as well as a desire
for freedom.
the boy down the street, [...]
who the police had recently declared a man, stopping
him mid-two-step to ask questions he could not answer because the
query beneath them
was ‘why are you alive’ and none of us can say,
[...] held my hand and told me ‘we are free now.’ and i could not
believe i had lived to see it— the promised light, descended to us		
at last.
We land as witnesses, full from this vivid recollection. Possibilities
are malleable until we arrive at them, and more roll out ahead.
There is space for the Reader in these pieces, so we too, might
venture to dream aloud and widely. We too, can build with each
other in mind, sights fixed on our collective liberation.
Elizabeth Mudenyo is a poet, artist, and arts manager based in Toronto.
She was a fellow of the 2018 Poetry Incubator in Chicago, a participant of
the 2020 Hurston/Wright Poetry Weekend with Danez Smith, Diaspora
Dialogues Short Form Mentorship Program, and the DreamYard’s
Rad(ical) Poetry Consortium. Her recent publications include Plenitude,
carte blanche, HELD, and CV2. Her first poetry chapbook, With Both
Hands, is available through Anstruther Press. elizabethmudenyo.com.

WRITER’S PROMPT /

Playing with
Form
BY ROWAN M c CANDLESS

Tell all the truth but tell it slant — Emily
Dickinson
Six years ago, I had a drawer-full of random essays, all of which
I didn’t know how to approach, let alone complete. Following
a traditional narrative wasn’t working for me. The stories I had
to tell were non-linear and fragmented in nature and required a
different approach to storytelling. I needed more guidance but
wasn’t sure what that meant in terms of my writing.
And then I came across Eula Biss’s “The Pain Scale” in which
she uses a pain scale to write about her chronic pain
(snreview.org/biss.pdf). This was my introduction into writing
with hybrid forms. Through telling it slant, I discovered my voice.
Tell all the truth but tell it slant — Emily Dickinson
Once I was introduced to creative nonfiction and the myriad ways
a story could be told, I finally found my way into crafting essays in
which the form carried as much weight as the subject matter:
1. The hermit-crab essay in which the container acts as a shell
to hold the story. The term hermit-crab essay was first coined
by Suzanne Paola and Brenda Miller in their book Tell It
Slant. Hermit-crab essays can take the form of a list, a recipe,
pharmaceutical instructions, or a collage; the possibilities are
endless.
2. The lyric essay in which non-linear fragments are segmented
into sections divided by symbols, white space, subtitles, or
numbers. Poetic devices and juxtaposition are key to this form.
3. The flash essay in which compression and the constraint of
word count provides the essay’s parameters.
4. The prose poem in which imagination, meditation, and poetic
devices come together to develop an essay.
5. The diptych essay in which two written panels reflect upon
one another.
6. The triptych essay in which three written panels reflect upon
one another.
7. The visual essay in which the images selected hold equal
weight with the written word.
8. The collage essay in which a patchwork of segments is
stitched together to create a non-linear whole.
9. The braided essay in which fragmented threads are woven
into a coherent whole.
10. The decentered hermit-crab essay in which essay sections

are presented in a nonlinear fashion, such that there are
numerous entry points into the essay.
Tell all the truth but tell it slant — Emily Dickinson
A tangential thinker, making use of hybrid forms enabled me
to return to writing, especially when dealing with emotionally
charged material.
Tell all the truth but tell it slant — Emily Dickinson
In 2017, I won Room’s Creative Nonfiction prize with a lyric
essay entitled “A Map of the World,” which delved into leaving
domestic violence and my search for home. In 2018, I received
the Constance Rooke Creative Nonfiction award for a hermit-crab
essay entitled “Found Objects,” an essay on sexual assault written
as an archeological field study, while in 2020 I received gold as
well as an honourable mention with the National Magazine Award
in one-of-a-kind storytelling. The winning essay, “Blood Tithes:
A Primer,” was lyrical in styling and took the shape of a religious
primer. These awards validated my desire to write stories in a
unique way and hopefully encouraged others to push against
mainstream, traditional nonfiction narratives. I believe that
readers, editors, and publishing houses are now, more than ever,
intrigued by creative nonfiction, the blurring of genres and the
possibilities of form.
Tell all the truth but tell it slant — Emily Dickinson
In my hybrid memoir/essay collection, Persephone’s Children, to be
launched October 2021 by Dundurn Press, I relied on thematically
linked and structurally inventive forms to tell my story of leaving
domestic abuse and how writing and my writing community
sustained me during that time. Implementing outlier forms
allowed me to write about the tough stuff. They offered protection
for the soft underbelly of vulnerability that often accompanied the
writing of emotionally charged subject matter. They provided a
container to safely transform fragments of memory and trauma
into a coherent whole. Some examples: In my memoir/essay
collection, one essay is written in the form of a legal contract,
while others are structured as a short screenplay, a crossword
puzzle, a beginner’s grimoire, a botanical guidebook, a series of
real estate advertisements, and a speech-therapy report.
Tell all the truth but tell it slant — Emily Dickinson
These forms demonstrate to readers that there are myriad ways
to tell stories. I hope that Persephone’s Children will inspire others
to play with form and blending, bending genres. As Audre Lorde
once said, “I started writing because I had a need inside of me to
create something that wasn’t there.”
Rowan McCandless lives and writes from Winnipeg, which is located
on Treaty 1 territory, the ancestral and traditional homeland of the
Anishinaabeg, Cree, Dakota, Dene, Métis, and Oji-Cree Nations.
Her writing has appeared in print and online journals such as The
Fiddlehead, The Malahat Review, Prairie Fire, Room, Skin Deep,
The Nasiona, and in the anthology Black Writers Matter. In 2018,
Rowan’s short story, “Castaways”, was longlisted for the Journey Prize.
In 2020, she received gold as well as an honourable mention with the
National Magazine Awards. Her memoir-in-essay, Persephone’s
Children, will be published in 2021 with Dundurn Press.
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KIDLIT /

Going Up on the
Rough Side of
Black Canadian
Kidlit
BY NADIA L. HOHN

It’s fall — when most book award nominations
in children’s literature are announced.
The Canadian Children’s Book Centre (CCBC) Book Awards are
a collection of several prizes for Canadian kidlit creators. The
categories include teens, historical fiction, picture books, and
French language. Apart from these, there are also regional book
awards often organized by provincial library associations, which
include the Rocky Mountain, Hackmatack, and Saskatchewan
Children’s Book.
* * *
Even though you are a midlist writer, you hope your recent book
will be nominated. It was reviewed by major publishing outlets
like Kirkus and Publishers’ Weekly. It received full page reviews by
people who loved it. You were interviewed by the Toronto Star and
CBC, but your book doesn’t get nominated or win any awards.
You are truly happy for the creators of the books that won. Two
books by Black authors whose work you admire are nominated in
another category. You notice a few titles with illustrations of Black
children on their covers. You do a search on the authors’ names
since you want to include them for your online group that you
started years ago to support Black Canadian writers for children
and young adults, but you find that the authors are white. The
illustrators are white. And as it turns out, the award juries lack
diverse representation. This has you questioning whether the
book award juries are ready for authentic #OwnVoices stories
by Black authors — written by creators from the communities
depicted on the pages.
You speak with other BIPOC children’s literature creators you
know whenever stuff like this happens. This has been happening for
years, and it’s not the first time you or anyone has experienced it...
You start to doubt yourself even though you don’t have trouble
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finding publishers to publish your stories. Shouldn’t that be
enough? Who needs awards? And yet, many awards come with
cash prizes which you would love. Plus, nominated books benefit
from increased visibility and sales, especially among teachers,
librarians, and young audiences. In the OLA Forest of Reading
Awards, for example, thousands of students in hundreds of
schools across Ontario vote on nominated children’s and young
adult books using a readers’ choice approach. All this, while you
receive messages from teachers and parents, especially Black
readers, who say your book tells “their story,” makes them feel
seen, and causes their children to recognize themselves. Because
you are of African descent and have grown up in Canada, you
remember the rare book that did the same for you and how much
it meant to you to know that it was written by a Black author.
You are not saying that a white author cannot write a book
featuring a Black child. But, the issue is twofold — not enough
Black Canadian children’s authors and illustrators are being
published, and there is an underrepresentation of BIPOC
publishing industry professionals. It may seem like a publisher
is fixing the problem by putting Black children on the covers
and interiors of books, but this exacerbates and ignores the
pre-existing issue — the lack of access to traditional publishing
opportunities for Black creators. On December 11, the New York
Times published a story to show that people of colour wrote
only 5 percent of fiction published since 1950. Since the topic of
representation behind the pen is rarely addressed in Canada and
with similar statistics only recently being tracked, the children’s
publishing industry requires a righting of writing.
In a recent Instagram post, Edmonton-based Somali-Canadian
kidlit author Rahma Rodaah states: “No amount of research can
substitute an authentic voice.” She continues to say that “the
whole industry is to blame for this lack of diversity and the ‘stolen
stories’ we have seen far too often on our bookshelves.”
Your kidlit writing friends in the U.S. have been talking about this
for a long time — #WeNeedDiverseBooks and #OwnVoices are
movements that have propelled the industry forward to produce
blockbuster bestselling books like The Hate U Give by Angie
Thomas and several diversity initiatives.
Young adult fantasy author Sarah Raughley states in her recent
Quill & Quire article that the publishing industry puts Black
authors through the “emotional turmoil of figuring out how
to please a white consumer base and adhere to their fantasies
of Blackness.” This explains partially why most of the Black
Canadian children’s authors you know choose self-publishing —
offering more freedom for maintaining one’s own voice, but this
comes at a great financial cost which limits it to those who can
afford it. Furthermore, Canadian self-published authors neither
qualify for book awards or arts grants. They have fewer resources
for distribution, sales, and marketing than traditional publishers.
At a 2020 nonfiction SCBWI conference, Indigenous American
kidlit author Traci Sorrell used an amazing analogy that she
heard #Disrupt Text’s Lorena German use in an SLJ seminar:
“A book written by a person climbing the mountain versus the

You link arms with emerging BIPOC writers and support each other as
you go up the mountain by teaching writing, mentoring, and showing up
in rooms where you are often “the only one,” speaking for the absent.
one in the helicopter watching is something to pay attention
to.” You recognize this in the lyrics of Dorothy Norwood, you
are “going up on the rough side of this mountain.” You admire
your Black self-published colleagues who have chosen to create
their own “hill” with all of its challenges. Still you link arms with
emerging BIPOC writers and support each other as you go up
the mountain by teaching writing, mentoring, and showing up
in rooms where you are often “the only one,” speaking for the
absent. You need publishers to do their part, to throw out ladders
through mentorships and calls for submission. A few have begun.
You need more white authors to make space in the helicopter. You
need kidlit award selection committees to diversify, recognize the

work of diverse authors, and celebrate authentic stories. And you?
You pick up your pen and keep writing regardless.
Nadia L. Hohn is an educator and author of several books for young
people including A Likkle Miss Lou. Her newest picture book,
Malaika’s Surprise, will be published in March 2021 by Groundwood
Books. She is a fiction major in the MFA Creative Writing program
at the University of Guelph. She has been a TWUC BIPOC Writers
Connect mentor since 2019 and teaches writing for children courses
at the University of Toronto School, Centennial College, and the
University of Guelph. She has shared her stories in the U.S., Jamaica,
Trinidad, U.K., U.A.E., and across Canada.
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COMMUNITY /

Fieldnotes
From Africville:
Creating Through
Community
BY SHAUNTAY GRANT

I’m sitting on a park bench at Africville near
the water’s edge. Behind me a memorial
sundial keeps the names of the community’s
founding families.
To my left, former resident Eddie Carvery’s falling down protest
trailer shines as a brilliant extension to the Africville churchmuseum. And rather suddenly, behind all that, the community’s
vanished homes come rushing towards me in transient flashes —
I see them riding up the hillside, all decked out in rainbow hues.
And I write. If anything, to remember. To wonder. To dream.
* * *

PHOTO: SHYRONN SMARDON

“That’s not Big Town.” I’m sitting at a coffee shop sharing the
roughs of my picture book Africville with a former resident, the
third or fourth community elder I’d spoken with that week. He
was just a boy when Halifax city officials decided to raze his
community, the culmination of years of denying Africville services
afforded other areas of the city including running water, sewers,
police and fire truck service, paved roads. “That’s not Big Town,”
he says again, telling me my text doesn’t match the illustration.
I mildly start to panic, re-reading my text: Take me on up to Big
Town, where the berries are thick and tasty. “If it’s not Big Town, then
what is it?” I ask, not knowing what else to do. He sits back and
holds the picture up, thinking. “You know what,” he says after a
while, “it looks like Up Over The Hill.” He’s grinning, and I see
childhood memoires quietly unfold behind his eyes. “Did you pick
berries there?” I ask, hopeful. He smiles, nodding. “We did.”
* * *
I’m several minutes into another coffee meet-up with an Africville
elder — a woman. Her small stature vaguely reminds me of an
adoptive grandmother, her eyes a clear extension of her smile. One
by one, I share the most recent drafts from Africville — my poem
paired with illustrator Eva Campbell’s detailed pencil drawings. The
woman studies Eva’s pictures with intrigue, ruminating for a long
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time on an early spread — the main character looking out towards
a cluster of homes, the train tracks and tumbling waters of the
Halifax Harbour nearby. She stares thoughtfully at the photo, tilting
her rectangular glasses for a closer look. I can feel her reaching into
the recesses of her childhood, searching for a memory. “The train
tracks didn’t run on this side of the water,” she says after a while.
“They ran on the other side, so you’ll have to change that.” Quietly, I
ask if the illustration would appear as she remembered if we simply
omitted the tracks. “Oh yes,” she says, glancing across the table as
I breathe a small sigh and scribble a few notes in my journal. We
spend another hour talking, pouring over the text and illustrations,
carefully considering each image, each word and phrase. Meet me
at the Caterpillar Tree. From there we’ll run Back the Field for football,
and go rafting down at Tibby’s Pond. “Yes, that’s Tibby’s Pond all
right,” she says, admiring a sketch of children rafting around the
storied inlet. She moves to sip coffee while I thank her for her
time and express deep gratitude at the opportunity for community
consultation, “especially where I’m not from Africville.” At this she
smiles, sits her cup down and looks up before responding, in a firm
whisper, “Yes, you are.”
* * *
I wasn’t, as it turned out. I spent the better part of a week analyzing
a half-completed family tree she’d handed me as we parted. “Show
it to your grandmother,” she’d said. “See if she can help fill in the
blanks.” My Nana’s passion for family-history mysteries had her
racking her brain trying to figure out the missing branches on
the tree. Unfortunately, she didn’t get very far — oral history, if
not recounted with persistence and vigour, can sometimes tether
to corpses, bones. But she did manage to clear up that our family
connection to the woman wasn’t by Africville blood, but instead by
way of another historically Black community some 300 miles up the
province’s eastern shore. A man called “James from Gusyborough”
was all my Nana could remember of our mutual ancestor. As I
write this, I can’t even remember if his name was James or John.
I’m making a note to ask Nana to remind me. And another note to
remind myself: Repeat it. One hundred times over before the grave.
* * *
Once, just before I was to give an author reading, a woman
approached me to express her shock at discovering that the most
talked-about Black community in Canada didn’t exist anymore. I
smiled, remembering the stories I’ve heard from childhood, the
books I’ve read, the films and songs and stage plays, the hundreds
gathered at the annual Africville reunion festivals, the elders, and
their vivid recollections conjuring vanished landscapes right before
our eyes. “That’s interesting,” I remarked as the woman threw me
a puzzled smile. “Why do you think Africville doesn’t exist?”
Shauntay Grant is the author of six picture books for children,
including Africville (Groundwood, 2018) which won the 2019 Marilyn
Baillie Picture Book Award and was shortlisted for a Governor
General’s Literary Award and the Ruth and Sylvia Schwartz Children’s
Book Awards. Scholastic released a paperback edition of Africville in
Fall 2020; a French translation by Bouton d’Or Acadie was published
in the same year. Shauntay served as the third poet laureate for the City
of Halifax. She teaches creative writing at Dalhousie University.
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Writing from
Within
BY DIANAH SMITH

As a Black, queer, mixed-class, cisgender
woman, living with a brain injury, I’m no
stranger to the state of being unmoored.
But COVID-19 and the succession of brutal murders of BIPOC
within a short period of time in the spring of 2020 left me
reeling. Beyond trying to maintain the basics of sleeping,
eating, and moving my body, the thing that kept me on this side
of reality (just) was the deliberate and repeated invocation of
grandmothers, great-grandmothers, aunts, and great-aunts, the
reaching out to Black peers and elders, the constant centering of
my lineage.
Early in my writing journey, I founded “A” is for Orange
(pronounced “Ahringe”), a creative incubator and reading series
featuring emerging queer and trans writers of Caribbean decent
(2005–2010), in response to feeling tokenized, marginalized,
ignored, and/or exotified in mainstream writing spaces. We
started out as a small group of friends who met in each other’s
homes, wrote, shared, and gave each other feedback.
In one of our early meetings, someone pointed out the
incongruity in a short story I had shared set in Jamaica and
written in Standard English. They suggested I rewrite the story in
Patois. Although I was born in Jamaica, I immigrated to Canada
as a child and was raised in the decidedly non-Caribbean enclave
of Ottawa, Ontario in the late ’70s and ’80s; I was shy to write in
Patois especially around those in the group who had grown up in
the Caribbean and come to Canada in their teens or as adults. But
I rewrote the piece, buoyed by the group’s clarity that Patois was
still my mother tongue no matter how long I’d lived in “Foreign.”
After several months of writing together as a group, we decided
that we wanted to share our writing with the larger community. I
approached the Toronto Women’s Bookstore, and they agreed to
be our main sponsor. We were generously supported through the
donation of space, staff time, and assistance with publicity and
promotion.
It was revelatory to look out at an audience and see a room full
of faces that resembled yours; to stand at a microphone literally
shaking and hear several voices saying, “You got this!”; to have
your solo reading turn into a participatory event with audible
interjections and high-spirited commentary. I was humbled to
learn in the Q&As that often followed what the readings meant

I was a part of a lineage where
I was held, witnessed, and
celebrated, and part of my role/
responsibility was to hold, witness,
and celebrate my community.
to our community: There were straight allies who commended
us on the important work we were doing and queer and trans
folks who told us they had travelled from the outskirts of Toronto
to attend, some leaving homes and communities where they
did not feel safe or supported. I began to understand my role/
responsibility as a Black (queer, mixed-class, cisgender woman)
writer differently: I was a part of a lineage where I was held,
witnessed, and celebrated, and part of my role/responsibility was
to hold, witness, and celebrate my community.
Before “A” is for Orange, like many queer Caribbean folk, I
had a mixed relationship with my culture: at times rejected by
other Black people because of my queerness (told that being gay
was a white thing) while simultaneously navigating the racism
of the white queer community (told that Black culture was
homophobic).
The stakes are greater for those of us who are not part of
the dominant society. As a minority within a minority, my
membership felt tenuous at times, and the margin of error
allotted felt very slim. Rejection, isolation, and fear of being exiled
were very real.
Being mentored within a queer Caribbean community meant
that I could be all of who I was without fear of rejection or the
need to explain or defend; my shoulders — my whole being —
could settle. And with a settled being, I was able to create with
curiosity and with less deference to an imagined audience/
readership, without shame or damage to my being at such a
critical stage in my writing journey.
I write this in the long shadow of a global pandemic and in
the longer shadow of centuries of anti-Black violence. COVID-19
has laid bare the deep inequities that those on the margins
already knew existed. These inequities often translated to brutal,
premature, and unjust deaths. Some, like George Floyd, were
highly visible in their brutality. Others were less visible but their
deaths no less unjust. All caught in a system that didn’t recognize
their full humanity.
Writing in community is writing in our full humanity.
Dianah Smith says, “I am my ancestors’ harvest, the manifestation
of their unrelinquished hopes, dreams, and desires. I have had the
honour of being mentored by Olive Senior, Catherine Graham, Martin
Mordecai, Kate Marshall Flaherty, and Karen Lee.”
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Who is Your Audience:
The Things I Learned from
Both Sides of the Industry
BY WANDA TAYLOR

THE AUDIENCE
Before I published my first book back in 2013, I had worked
with Nimbus Publishing for about a year, trying to bring my
book to life. Birchtown and the Black Loyalists was a middle grade
nonfiction book written to share the history and journey of
formerly enslaved Blacks to Birchtown, Nova Scotia, from the
U.S. I knew who my audience was: young people. Nimbus also
knew who its audience was: much wider than mine. We worked
together to identify a shared idea about who this book could reach.
That meant dialogue about what my established community
connections were and what partnerships or working relationships
Nimbus already had in the community — like people in the
Department of Education’s African Canadian Services Division.
In some small way, I felt like I was a part of shaping how far
the book could go. I admired Nimbus’ open communication and
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insights. Now my first book is a part of the bookstore collection
at Birchtown’s Black Loyalist Heritage Centre and is available
in every middle grade elementary school across the province. It
was also listed as one of the best Black History Month books for
youth by the Canadian Children’s Book Centre and Parent Today
magazine — expanding its reach even farther. As a new author
back then, I don’t think I ever imagined a reach beyond those few
in my orbit.
About five years and several books later, I was hired as a
contract acquisitions editor with a small publishing company.
The experience had certainly expanded my knowledge about the
publishing side of the industry. But as importantly, the more I
began connecting with people across the country who were also
working on the publishing side, the more I began to realize they
all held specific ideas about who their audience was. I learned that

I learned that conversations around editorial tables
were leaving out some very important demographics.

conversations around editorial tables were leaving out some very
important demographics. Readers had been craving characters
that looked like them. Stories that reflected their experiences. Role
models and materials in books that spoke to their perspectives
and their worldview. Kat Mototsune has been a freelance editor
for thirty years. She indicated there are historical reasons why this
could be: “Many decision-makers came up in the industry at a time
when publishing was open (or perceived as being open) mostly to
an elite: university-educated in the arts, often with an alternative
source of income to be able to afford entry-level employment or
unpaid internship — and therefore usually white. So, a lack of
diversity in the publishing industry is longstanding and traditional,
and hard to change in times when the industry is precarious.”
THERE’S A PATTERN HERE
In the ’90s a little-known playwright named Tyler Perry wrestled
with film studios, trying to make the case that his films were vital
to tapping into a market that Hollywood had been ignoring at
the box office — Black moviegoers. Perry was on to something;
unfortunately no one was listening. But eventually, Lions Gate
Films took a risk and signed a contract with Perry. As his films
began hitting the theatres, Black audiences were coming out by
the millions, just ecstatic to be able to go to the movie theatre
and see themselves on the stage and on screen. Hollywood paid
attention.
Perry made millions by leveraging the potential of a historically
untapped market. However, he faced a lot of backlash from many in
the Black community for what they felt were unrealistic portrayals
of Black women in his productions. The ire from the very audiences
he was trying to target sends a message that it’s not just enough
to tap into the market, but it’s equally important to portray honest
and authentic characters and stories rather than play into existing
stereotypes about who and what we are as a people.
In the same vein of Perry recognizing that certain audiences
were being ignored, readers of colour have been crying out for a
long time to read books that speak to them and that reflect their
lives. Publishing companies, who work to cater to their audiences,
haven’t always seen people of colour as being a significant part
of that readership. So, when writers of colour came knocking on
doors hoping to be published, the doors were abruptly shut, and
in many cases not opened at all. As awareness widens about this
untapped readership, it’s not enough for publishers to just turn

out books; they have to be purposeful about the kinds of stories
and characters they champion.
This is where authors as authorities on their work play a role.
Of course, getting rejection letters is par for the course in this
field. Publishing houses traditionally comb through hundreds
and hundreds of manuscripts yearly, accumulating massive slush
piles that gather dust in unused corners. Not every manuscript is
ready to be published. But writers of colour faced the additional
challenge of just getting in the door and having their work
understood and respected. Before I began working on the
acquisitions side, I always believed it was my writing that was the
problem. I even graduated from a journalism course in college,
assured that it would strengthen my writing skills in all areas. It
did strengthen my writing, but it didn’t improve my chances of
being published. Those rejection letters continued to pile up.
It wasn’t until I derived a deeper understanding of what goes on
behind that mysterious curtain — where editing and publishing
teams discuss book projects, marketing, and audiences — that I
came to realize it wasn’t my writing that was the issue. It was my
audience. The process of taking a book from an idea to a physical
book on the shelf involves a whole team of people with a variety
of exceptional talents. And even this varies from house to house.
I wasn’t aware of any of that until I became a person on the other
side of that curtain.
Generally, the acquisitions editor is like a gatekeeper. They
read through and filter incoming submissions to select which
ones may be a good fit for their company. Publishers, sales and
marketing people, and senior editors sit around the table with
that editor, discussing those selected projects from all sorts of
creative and marketing angles. And even after the book and its
author make it past those rigorous vetting decisions, there is a
full production team waiting to make additional decisions about
everything from line edits to book cover designs.
Absent in the room were the people who could challenge
the status quo, question the sameness, and insert alternate
perspectives into these conversations.
It was my worldview and the perspectives of my characters that
didn’t quite belong and didn’t cater to the mainstream audiences
of the publishers I was submitting to. I felt there needed to be
a deeper awareness and deeper conversations around the table
about BIPOC stories and creators. We needed to be included in
those conversations and in those book decisions.
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Learning is a vital part of the solution to dismantling
the existing disconnect between BIPOC creators and
publishing houses across the country. It’s a key to
positive growth within the publishing industry.

IS THE WORK BEING DONE?
“In the time I have been in publishing,” Mototsune says, “the
industry has gone from not engaging in such conversations to
making a point of it. Importantly, just the last few years have
seen the conversation go from inclusion of diverse characters
to publishing diverse authors. However, these conversations are
still too often about ‘other,’ with the people in the industry not
identifying as minorities.”
Mototsune hopes the much-needed push toward diversity
behind the scenes now is more than just optics but a real step
toward systemic changes. As BIPOC creators, we too have a role
to play, by staying involved in industry progress, advocating for
seats at the table, and fighting for the audiences who demand
these kinds of stories. Seats at the table go beyond just a body in
a chair but people in high-level positions. Publishers also need to
take the necessary steps to inform BIPOC talent of how they can
land in those seats.
During my work in acquisitions, I travelled around to colleges
and universities with my editorial assistant, and we spoke to
creative writing and English classes, and in communities, about
routes to becoming a published author. Our goal was to increase
the diversity of talent (in age, race, gender, ethnicity, and location).
Publishers can also find similarly creative ways of reaching out
to the community; to educate them about paths they can take to
becoming employees who widen the diversity inside publishing
houses. A senior editor at a major publishing house once told
me that the pool of hires who apply for their positions are almost
always white. She agreed that publishers in the past had rarely
taken the extra step to determine why that is, or to try and change
those continual patterns.
As publishing houses gain greater awareness of how the industry
has historically shut out people of colour, many are trying to put
their words into action by making intentional strides toward more
diversity in publishing. Suzanne Sutherland, senior editor for
children’s books at HarperCollins Canada, says that through their
new Open Box Initiative, the company has been actively seeking
out BIPOC authors who can bring more diverse stories to market.
“It has been exciting to see the range of projects that have been
shared with us [through the Initiative], and I feel as though we
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are all learning a great deal about both the depth and breadth
of engaging storytelling for young people by emerging BIPOC
authors in Canada.”
LEARNING AND RELEARNING
This move by HarperCollins has garnered excitement in BIPOC
circles and is a great step towards reaching and appealing to those
untapped audiences. Sutherland mentioned one particularly
important word in her statement, and that was learning. We
all must be open to learning more, beyond our individual and
collective experiences and perspectives. Learning is a vital part
of the solution to dismantling the existing disconnect between
BIPOC creators and publishing houses across the country. It’s a
key to positive growth within the publishing industry.
Mototsune says this new industry shift must go beyond just the
writers; publishing houses need to increase diversity within their
ranks, with more editors, designers, and decision-makers around
the table. She adds that in some communities, writing is not seen
as an affordable or viable career goal, but publishing can take a
greater role in nurturing these authors.
“Publishers need to explore non-traditional relationships and
contacts to seek out and find these people,” she says.
This learning relates to a new way of thinking about the
possibilities within the industry. It is this learning that demands
that publishing houses — who claim to be allies — listen more to
their writers. It demands that they actively listen to the stories that
BIPOC writers are telling, and why they are telling them that way.
That BIPOC writers can write about more than just themselves
and their people — they are gifted storytellers. That learning also
demands that publishing houses relearn the breadth and depth of
their readership.
Wanda Taylor is an author, social worker, and college professor.
She has written six books of fiction and nonfiction. As a freelance
magazine writer, she has been published in Understorey Magazine,
Atlantic Books Today, Black2Business Magazine, and Peak
Magazine to name a few. Wanda teaches college courses in journalism,
media writing, and creative nonfiction, and is currently writing an
adult fiction novel called Voices We Pulled from the Embers.

A Pedagogy of Sincerity,
Inquiry, and Courage
BY BRANDON WINT

I have been a poet my entire life. I believe that poetry begins long
before we choose to confront the page, or even, indeed, before we
begin the tenuous, thrilling process of organizing words into clauses
and stanzas.

P

oetry is, foremostly, a disposition to life and to
feeling, wherein one begins to externalize, through
one language or another, the unwieldy existential,
emotional, spiritual, and ongoing ethical inquiry
of the human condition. Poetry is therefore a salve
and a tool through which any one of us might
momentarily give order, or at least clear recognition, to the array
of impulses, ideas, and subconscious swells that orient our lives.
When, in the late summer of 2009, one of the workers
of a local cooperative coffee shop asked me to facilitate
poetry sessions for their Workshop Wednesday series, I was,
naturally, unprepared to guide anyone through the nuance

of self-examination that poetry writing often requires. I was
only 21 years of age and had freshly entered my third year of
undergraduate study at Carleton University. The offer to facilitate
poetry workshops had only arisen because, in the previous
academic year, I had spent much of my time hopping gleefully
from microphone to microphone, venue to venue, carving out a
modest space for myself in the local spoken word scene. Fridays
were reserved for Umi Cafe’s weekly open mic, and Saturdays
were defined by the excitement of plunging into Ottawa’s
legendary Byward Market to attend Capital Slam, the oldest and
best-loved local poetry slam of that time.
Before I had taken even the most introductory-level university
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The stage, the voice, and the embodied praxis of
spoken word constitute their own kind of schooling.

poetry course, and before I had won any awards or had even
published any poetic work, I was being asked to gather, weekly,
around a tiny brown table and dispense my still-fledgling
understanding of what it meant to be a poet and how poems
come to life on the page. The few people who regularly attended
those sessions were at least twice my age, and had they not been
exceedingly gracious in their belief that my poetic talent and
emotional intelligence could transmit insight, despite my scant
credentials, I might have totally floundered. I call them gracious
because, despite my inexperience and lack of formal training,
they let me approach poetry, and my still-nascent pedagogy, from
a broad, emotional perspective. Even though I might not have
had the training at that point to guide them through the uses
of enjambment, or name for them the virtues of using couplets
instead of quatrains to propel their poems forward, I could use
my understanding of poetry as a mode of inquiry in order to ask
questions of what motivated them toward the page, toward their
diction, toward the particular forms of sense making I saw each
of them gesture toward, even as I was gesturing myself. They
let me offer them a pedagogy of inquiry and affirmation rather
than one of authority and didact. The permission they granted
me shaped my ideas of what it meant to be a successful educator,
even when one cannot possibly have all of the answers — or even
as I admitted that I had hardly any answers at all.
The distance between those first, uncertain Wednesday
workshops — where my only claim to legitimacy was a collection
of well-received open mic performances — and the nationally
touring slam champion poet I later became was really only two
years. I offer this fact not as a way to self-aggrandize but to
demonstrate that, for those who come of age through Canada’s
spoken-word scenes, the ascension from reticent newcomer to
celebrated knowledge-holder can happen at a bewildering, rapid
pace. One of the strengths of spoken word communities across
Canada, and one thing that makes them distinct, I think, from
other writing institutions, is how little gatekeeping happens in
spoken-word communities. The vast majority of spoken word
scenes are founded on the principles of open mic culture. Even
in poetry slams, which are competitive by nature and can be
quite hotly contested, the only true barrier to entry is one’s ability
to show up at the venue on time and scribble one’s name on the
list of competitors before it is full. This means that even folks
who have yet to fully embed themselves in the risks, virtues,
and possibilities of the spoken word form can find themselves
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succeeding in, and even winning, slam competitions at the
highest local and national levels. It is the audience members, and
particularly the randomly selected judges within the audience,
who define the notions of success, failure, and affirmation.
While this sort of ad hoc affirmation and elevation can be
exhilarating, the inherent randomness of it can also leave poets
feeling uncertain about the merits of their ascent and leave
them untethered as they navigate, perhaps for the first time, the
responsibility and the vulnerability that comes with being the
person with the microphone in one’s hands. In hindsight, I view
the whirlwind of spoken word acculturation as both perilous and
fortuitous. The openness of spoken-word communities gave me
the liberty to test my voice in an intuitive manner. Except for
the sometimes-unnatural competitive urgency of poetry slam,
the cultural backbone of spoken word, which I understood to
be an outgrowth of hip hop and its early iconoclastic, countercultural fortitude, felt like a natural site from which to explore
poetry’s capacity to inhabit physical and ideological space.
Because it is only possible to envision a career in performance
poetry if one’s voice has been consistently affirmed by peers
and audience members, there is often an audacity that develops
in professional spoken-word artists — a belief in one’s own
agency and intuition that, through more conventional, academic
modes of creative development, would typically take decades to
command. If this constructive audacity is paired with a genuine
appetite to deepen one’s own relationship to poetry, beyond
the rush of cheering audiences and the allure of commanding
a stage, spoken word artists arrive at a unique nexus of selfawareness. We have, and often do wield, the potential to combine
our performance sensibilities with considerations of form and
craft that have been fortified through centuries of academic
rigour. So, while it is genuinely unfortunate that there are very
few institutions that exist to educate spoken-word artists on the
unique poetics we inherit from the art form’s cultural seeds and
dynamic possibilities, it is also true that the stage, the voice,
and the embodied praxis of spoken word constitute their own
kind of schooling. While I have spent the last decade pursuing
mentorships, seminars, workshops, and residencies that might,
in their own ways, approximate the focussed intensity of an
MFA program, it remains true that when I am in rooms with
folks who have received more formal training that I have, I
can feel the ways that my work bears the syntactical markers,
the prosody, and perhaps, the subjective audacity of one whose

A poetry workshop is a worthy framework to
collectively think through the implications that poems
render about material conditions and social relations.

writing practice has not been throttled or disembodied by the
conventions arising from the academy. Still, I have received
enough formal training that I can think through possibilities
of craft and understand poetics from some of its more clinical
perspectives. My relationship to poetics was, however, forged in
the social, responsive contexts of live performance. Therefore,
both my writing and pedagogical inclinations hold, at their
centres, a preoccupation with humanity, with people, and with
how poetry might move inside and among them.
This is, I think, how I have been predisposed to arrive at a
pedagogy of sincerity. I have been raised and been schooled
by friends and peers like Titilope Sonuga, for whom the oftenquoted words “the poem does not begin until you start to tell
the truth” have become a guiding ethic of writing, teaching, and
living poetry. The consistent challenge, then, of one who hopes
to write and educate from this truth-focussed place, is to answer
the question of where this truth can be found, how it can be
worked, languaged, and exercised such that it can be transmitted
pedagogically. My own experiences have shown me that there is
no single, succinct answer to these questions, except to ask them
daily, ritually, and earnestly.
It is customary for me to ask, at the beginning of a facilitation,
what participants hope to receive from the session. Some
folks just want to be prompted to write, some have particular
challenges of craft they want to unlock, while others come
without any expectations at all. When I ask myself what it is
I want to gain by attempting to play the role of educator, the
answer is usually something like this: to ask whether I still
believe all of the things I have been told about what poetry can
do, what it ought to do, and how.
From American poet Tongo Eisen-Martin and San Francisco
Creative Writing Institute’s course on revolutionary poetry, I
am made to grapple with poetry’s ability to help me assess and
augment relationships to power — to play with the nature and
texture of my realities, such that I harness, at least conceptually,
the power to disrupt the machinations of oppressive systems
and people. From Eisen-Martin’s approach, I glean that a poetry
workshop is a worthy framework to collectively think through the
implications that poems render about material conditions and
social relations.
From the writings and lectures of Dionne Brand, I learn what
it means to write against tyranny and towards liberation; to
employ a rigorous poetics in service of the notion that colonized

people must resist the hijacking of their imaginations and
assert their ability to exist beautifully, despite the machinery of
coloniality. From all of the writers, teachers, and experiences that
shape me, I grasp a pedagogy that wishes to help others write
toward the bones and blood of their lives, and to articulate the
wet dirt of their consciousness. The human condition brings
with it so much complexity, so much gnarly abstraction, and,
unfortunately, a proclivity to invent new modes of brutality. As
such, our very survival is built from the intuition and ingenuity
that makes poetry possible. The goal of my pedagogy is to help
young and otherwise emerging writers harness a sense of their
innate proximity to poetics; to impress upon them the idea that
what we call creative writing, or poetry, begins in an act of faith:
the courage to represent your perception of life as it actually is.
Once a writer wields the essential courage through which vital,
urgent writing is possible, it is craft — the patient attention
that allows poetry to function cohesively on levels of thought,
imagination, music and linguistic economy — that enables the
truth of a poem to exist nakedly, humanly on the page. This
balance between courage and attentiveness, vulnerability and
patience, is what I aspire to, both as an educator and as a writer
of poetry. This is, perhaps, what it means to use poetry as an
instrument of sincerity, inquiry, and rigour in the world.
Brandon Wint is an Ontario-born poet and spoken-word artist who
uses poetry to attend to the joy and devastation and inequity
associated with this era of human and ecological history. Increasingly,
his work on the page and in performance casts a tender but robust
attention toward the movements and impacts of colonial, capitalist
logic, and how they might be undone. In this way, Brandon is devoted
to a poetics of world-making, world-altering, and world-breaking.
For Brandon, the written and spoken word is a tool for examining
and enacting his sense of justice, and imagining less violent futures
for himself and the world he has inherited. For more than a decade,
Brandon has been a sought-after, touring performer, and has
presented his work in the United States, Australia, Lithuania, Latvia,
and Jamaica. His poems and essays have been published in national
anthologies, including The Great Black North: Contemporary
African-Canadian Poetry (Frontenac House, 2013) and Black
Writers Matter (University of Regina Press, 2019). Divine Animal
is his debut book of poetry.
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Artistic Growth Through
Authentic Mentorship
BY ZALIK A REID-BENTA

PHOTO: MICHELE COMEAU

When I asked about his views on mentorship, award-winning author
Lawrence Hill described the “art” of mentoring as “set[ting] your
own ego aside and listen[ing] carefully,” a courtesy — well, actually a
requirement — I rarely encountered in my creative writing workshops
during my undergraduate studies.

I

n 2018 CBC reporter Idil Mussa moderated a panel on
representation in both Canadian and U.S. young adult
literature. During the discussion, author L.L. McKinney
spoke on the importance of publishing houses not only
acquiring BIPOC authors to publish but hiring racialized
people in editorial roles as well:
“When copyediting came around, the copyeditor was asking all
kinds of questions about African American Vernacular English:
‘This doesn’t make sense,’ ‘This isn’t grammatically correct.’ I had
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notes up the wazoo, but [...] my editor had gone in and been like,
‘[...] no, it stays. It’s the character. That’s how she talks. It stays.’ I
didn’t have to do that, and that’s because I had another woman of
color who had my back.”
Another author on the panel, Tochi Onyebuchi, concurred:
“Beasts Made of Night wasn’t originally as Nigerian as it is now
[...] the acquiring editor at the time was a Chinese American
woman, and we were working off the initial draft and she was
like, ‘[...] feel free to make this your story.’ And Beasts Made of

Night would not exist in its present form were it not for her, a
woman of colour.”
This conversation was not the first nor was it the last of its
kind. The push to reform publishing, to make the industry
representative of authors and readers alike, is well documented
with movements and initiatives such as #DiverseCanLit,
#CanLitSoWhite, the Festival of Literary Diversity, and many
others. However, these conversations could and should also be
applied to the processes that occur before a writer even contacts
an agent or publisher, as the issues discussed in this panel and
panels like it permeate a writer’s (formal or informal) education.
I chose to pursue my MFA outside of Canada because at the
time, when doing research, the only programs I came across
that expressly stated a commitment to “diverse” voices and had a
faculty reflective of that commitment were in the United States.
During my undergraduate career, I certainly had workshops
that were fruitful and encouraging, but more often than not,
my cohort spouted stereotypical observations of my work and
of myself; these experiences were worsened by the fact that my
instructors made no effort to challenge my peers’ perceptions.
In fact, they mostly agreed with them and ignored my concerns
regarding my feedback and critiques whether actively or passively.
My program in the States ended up having a fiction cohort of
seventy-five people, of which only ten writers (including myself)
were BIPOC. However, two of my mentors were Black men, and
they each supported me, whether it was providing a safe space
during office hours; taking on the responsibility of pushing
back against ignorant and/or insensitive notes by peers; or not
asking me to mitigate any aspect of my work that was cultural.
As McKinney stated in the aforementioned panel, “It’s always a
pleasant surprise when I don’t have to fight about something,”
and it certainly felt liberating to focus exclusively on elements
such as structure and plot and intention while the cultural milieu
of my work was by no means disregarded but treated as simply
part of the story.
At the risk of sounding hyperbolic, generally speaking, a
mentorship, at its truest, is a relationship that fosters artistic
growth not only through equipping emerging writers with tools
for craft development but through nurturing confidence in one’s
skill and stoking the “fires” of motivation. A mentorship that is
ill-fitting can hamper creativity as well as generate doubt and
confusion. For Black writers and writers of colour, there is often
more to the story than that; there are additional layers to what a
mentorship can be. The difference between a true mentorship
and an ill-fitting one is the difference between an experience that
not only embraces but encourages the specificity of the content,
and one that forces the writer to explain, justify, and validate their
truth and the truth of their stories on a regular basis. Being made
to reduce certain integral aspects of one’s work or being made to
constantly defend those elements, when they are culturally and/or
racially significant, is emotionally and psychologically exhausting
and potentially creatively crippling.
Writer and multidisciplinary artist Fiona Raye Clarke expanded
on these sentiments when I asked her to speak on what
mentorship meant to her:

“I’ve been very fortunate to be part of quite a few mentorship
programs, most of which were able to pair me with a BIPOC
writer. Such a pairing is important because years ago I was told
as a younger writer producing work in white spaces that my
writing is ‘too political’ and ‘too focussed on race.’ Thankfully,
I had a BIPOC mentor to reassure me that my work was valid
and important. Without that support, I may not have continued
pursuing writing professionally.”
Children’s author and teacher Nadia Hohn touched upon
situations similar to Fiona’s but shared the power of being that
BIPOC mentor able to offer that support:
“[A]s a writing teacher and mentor, I am glad that I can be that
‘visible person’ for BIPOC writers coming up, who can I share
with, this is how I did it and so can you. I can identify with my
students, especially those who didn’t get that early push, and
encourage and validate them to share all of their unique stories
unapologetically.”
Vincent Ternida has been mentored in both screenwriting and
fiction and notes a major difference between the two experiences
is that as a screenwriter, his guides were mostly straight white
men and as a literary writer, his mentors have largely been
“People of Colour of various multicultural backgrounds, genders,
and sexual identities.” He went on to elaborate that he found
success with his former mentors but with various compromises
he didn’t need to make with his literary ones:
“My QTBIPOC mentors have helped me reclaim my identity
and tell my story. It also helps that having similar experiences
because of our intersectional backgrounds, the dialogue between
mentor and mentee is a lot clearer, and we don’t waste a lot
of time trying to figure out our cultural definition of terms.
Personally, I’ve found that I’ve conformed to the white voice just
to reduce meetings for clarity and move forward to finish the
project. I felt doing that did a disservice to my own writing goals
and my creative journey.”
The importance of authenticity in the sense of staying true to
one’s vision and the ways in which particular mentorships respect
and uphold that is something the various writers I’ve interviewed
have echoed. Writer and editor Lue Boileau painted a clear picture
of what her experiences have been and how they’ve helped her
grow as a literary artist:
“I write almost entirely Black speculative work and Black
environmentalist fiction. The perspectives of Black writers have
pushed the work to its limits in a way that could not have been
possible with a mentor outside of the community […] I simply
could not be the writer I am today, and the writer I want to
become in the future, without their support.”
Though writing in a different genre, Tendisai Cromwell detailed
a similar experience:
“My mentor, a Black Caribbean woman, has been able to forge
a special connection with my manuscript […] she connects with
and understands some of my characters, and I’ve never needed to
translate their experiences to her […] This kind of support, which
has been tremendously helpful in helping to shape the novel, was
only possible with someone who deeply understands the nuances
of the Black Caribbean experience in Toronto.”
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The purpose of these quotes is not contained to demonstrating
the vital importance of these mentorships on the individual;
it extends to showcasing the long-term effects mentorships
between Black writers and between writers of colour can have
on Canadian publishing as a whole. The effort to make CanLit
an equitable space and truly representative of voices traditionally
and historically overlooked by the industry and by society itself is
multifaceted and multi-pronged; a significant facet of that effort is
the writing itself. It is true that Black writers and writers of colour
have always written and will continue to write despite and in spite
of systemic barriers and despite and in spite of discouragement
and disregard. However, providing writers with mentorships and
mentors who are invested in teaching craft and fostering creativity
in BIPOC through encouraging and moulding true authenticity
makes the production of work that is diverse in perspective,
style, and content less fraught and more commonplace. While
there is more work to be done in the Canadian literary landscape,
programs and initiatives such as BIPOC Writers Connect,
Diaspora Dialogues, V.S. Books, and the BIPOC of Publishing
in Canada Mentorship Program exist to create these spaces of
creative learning and artistic development for BIPOC writers.

That, in turn, helps prevent writers from feeling the need to
sanitize their work and alter their voice to appeal to white readers,
which allows for the creation and the eventual publication of
literature truly representative of Canada.
Zalika Reid-Benta is a Toronto-based writer. Her debut short story
collection, Frying Plantain, won the 2019 Danuta Gleed Literary
Award and the 2020 Kobo Emerging Writer Prize in Literary Fiction.
Frying Plantain was shortlisted for the 2020 Toronto Book Awards,
longlisted for the 2019 Scotiabank Giller Prize, and shortlisted for the
2020 Trillium Book Award. Frying Plantain is currently nominated
for the 2021 White Pine Award and it was nominated for the 2020
Forest of Reading Evergreen Award. Zalika is also the winner of the
2019 Byblacks People’s Choice Awards for Best Author. Zalika is
the program manager of Diaspora Dialogues. Her primary role is to
facilitate the organization’s mentorship programs.
The 2018 panel about representation in kidlit and young adult genres
is available at tokmagazine.ca/tok-ottawa-writing-the-future-kidlityoung-adult.

SFU LIBRARY NON-FICTION
WRITER IN RESIDENCE
Promoting and fostering non-fiction writing for
public audiences at Simon Fraser University.
Apply by March 31, 2021 for a four month residency (may be in part or entirely virtual).

lib.sfu.ca
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News
WRITING

Black-history picture book
Trailblazers is signed to publisher
Before the pandemic, author Tiyahna
Ridley-Padmore and illustrator MerrylRoyce Ndema-Moussa submitted their
picture book, a collection of stories
centering more than forty Black figures in
Canadian history, but only received interest
from one publisher. Due to disagreements
around creative decisions, the duo decided
to self-publish and started a Kickstarter
campaign to support the project. Indigo
Press stepped in and offered to publish the
book. The author successfully negotiated
with Indigo that Black-owned bookstores
and bookstores with an explicit diversity
mandate could sell the book as well.

PUBLISHING

Laberinto Press to focus on authors
of translated works
Thanks to a cultural diversity grant from
the Edmonton Arts Council, Luciana
Erregue of Laberinto Press published an
anthology collection of fourteen creative
nonfiction essays about food written by
various diasporic authors living in Canada.
The press’s focus is now to highlight
authors of translation and those whose
first language is not English.

Anansi Press Certified in accessible
ebooks
The first Canadian publisher to snag the
accreditation, House of Anansi Press’
ebooks are now accessible to readers with
print disabilities. In the spring of 2019, the
federal government announced support
of $22.8 million over five years to assist
with the production and distribution
of accessible digital books by Canadian

THE LATEST ON WRITING AND PUBLISHING
IN CANADA AND BEYOND

independent publishers by way of the
Canada Book Fund.

Open letter in support of trans and
non-binary communities
Over 1300 Canadian and American
publishing professionals signed an open
letter to support trans and non-binary
communities. The letter, a companion
to a letter signed by U.K. publishing
professionals, calls for equal rights for
trans and non-binary people. Among the
Canadian signatories to date are employees
of Penguin Random House Canada and
Scholastic Canada as well as authors
Hiromi Goto, Jen Gunter, and David A.
Robertson.

Knopf Random House Canada Splits
into two new imprints
In 2021 we can look forward to two
separate imprints as Knopf Random House
Canada plans to split into Knopf Canada
and Random House Canada. Knopf Canada
will be run by Martha Kanya-Forstner and
Random House Canada will have Sue
Kuruvilla at the helm. The multinational’s
parent company, Bertelsmann, will acquire
rival publisher Simon & Schuster.

EVENTS

Royal Society of Literature launches
RSL International Writers
The Royal Society of Literature (RSL)
recently announced RSL 200, a five-year
festival which launched with a series of
major new initiatives in celebration of its
200th birthday. RSL International Writers
will recognize the contribution of writers
across the world with a goal of bringing
people together. Readers and writers will
be asked to nominate writers who have
contributed to international literary culture.

Recommendations are welcome from diverse
literary forms including writers of drama,
fiction, graphic fiction, nonfiction, poetry,
and screenplays, and can be submitted at
rsliterature.org/rsl-international-writers.

AWARDS

Desmond Cole wins the 2020
Toronto Book Award
The Skin We’re In: A Year of Black Resistance
and Power considers anti-Black racism and
systemic racial injustice through the lens of
a year in Toronto. The author made plans
to donate $2,500 of the $10,000 award to
The Toronto Public Library and City of
Toronto in support of Black Trans women
and girls. Cole will donate another $2,500 to
the Encampment Support Network, a group
that supports the Toronto street community.

Souvankham Thammavongsa wins
$100,000 Scotiabank Giller Prize
During a socially distanced virtual broadcast
of the annual Giller Prize Gala hosted
by actor Eric McCormack, Souvankham
Thammavongsa took home the win and
accepted the award from her couch for
her debut short story collection, How to
Pronounce Knife. In thanking her editor,
Anita Chong, Thammavongsa commented,
“Not bad for two girls who were in ESL.”

New Toronto Prize Celebrates
Writers Over 50
The Emily Saso Prize focusses on writers
over 50 because these writers may be
ineligible for new writer prizes, which
often celebrate writers under a certain
age. Unpublished excerpts from novels-inprogress are accepted between November
1 and December 15 annually, with three
winners each receiving a $1,000 prize.
Winners will be announced in early 2021.
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Member News & Awards
Announcements
Hammer & Nail: Notes of a Journeywoman is the long-awaited
follow-up to Kate Braid’s 2012 memoir, Journeywoman. In this
new collection of essays, Kate returns with honest and thoughtprovoking reflections on her career in a male-dominated profession
and on the changes female tradespeople have witnessed.
Zsolt Alapi’s recent novel, Landscape with the Fall of Icarus, was
published in July 2020 by Livres DC Books (Canada). The book was
launched virtually in October.
Ann Lambert’s new mystery novel, The Dogs of Winter, is the
sequel to The Birds That Stay. It was hailed by the New York Journal
of Books as “a fascinating and gripping tale of suspense.” In The
Dogs of Winter, a murderer with a twisted mission targets the most
vulnerable on the cold streets of Montreal. Readers can expect just as
much from this new instalment of the series, praised by Ann Cleeves
as “a rollicking good read.” Both books are available as audiobooks.
Biologist Anuradha Rao has released One Earth: People of
Color Protecting Our Planet (Orca, 2020). One Earth profiles
Black, Indigenous, and people of colour who live and work as
environmental defenders. The twenty short biographies introduce
readers to diverse activists from around the world and show
that the intersection of environment and ethnicity is an asset to
achieving environmental goals. From saving ancient trees on
the West Coast of Canada, to protecting the Irrawaddy dolphins
of India, to uncovering racial inequalities in the food system in
the United States, these environmental heroes are celebrated.
Anuradha outlines how they went from being kids who cared
about the environment to community leaders in their field. One
Earth is full of environmental role models waiting to be found.
Vancouver-based member Eve Lazarus’ new book, Vancouver
Exposed: Searching for the City’s Hidden History, was published by
Arsenal Pulp Press in October. It’s Eve’s ninth book of nonfiction
— others include Murder by Milkshake; Cold Case Vancouver; Blood,
Sweat, and Fear; and Sensational Vancouver.
Lillian Bouzane has published a book of poetry on Amazon.ca. Surprised
by Joy: Poems in the time of Covid is a book of seventy-five poems by
fifty-two authors on COVID-19, composed by her extended family.
The audiobook of Arianna Dagnino’s novel The Afrikaner (Guernica
Editions), set in Namibia and South Africa, will be available in
early 2021 narrated by South African voice actor Dennis Kleinman.
A German translation of The Afrikaner will be published by
PalmArtPress (Berlin) this spring. Italian and Arabic translations
will follow in the summer. The author has also co-written with
her UBC colleague Dr. Ernest Mathijs a screenplay version of the
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story, which is pitched as “a woman’s search for fossils, love, and
redemption in the African wilderness” (Antonioni’s The Passenger
meets The English Patient in the Kalahari Desert).
Susan Glickman is pleased to announce the upcoming publication
of Artful Flight: Selected Essays 1985–2019 with the Porcupine’s
Quill, April 2021. This will be her sixteenth publication. Artful
Flight contains essays about the craft of poetry, reviews of poetry
books, and lectures about poets. Other topics include music,
motherhood, travel, and the visual arts.
Raven, Rabbit, Deer (Pajama Press) is a new picture book by Alberta
author Sue Farrell Holler. Written in English, it introduces words in
Ojibwemowin. A starred review in Publishers Weekly said, “Holler’s story
gains from the interplay of dimensions: the affectionate relationship
between the boy and his grandfather, the growing vocabulary they
share, and their slow-paced appreciation of the natural world.”
Kamal Parmar published her fourth poetry book, Still Waters
(Silver Bow Publishers), in October 2020. This is a poetic memoir
of the sorrows and stress of a loving daughter as she watches her
mother caught in the throes of encroaching dementia and “disease
of the decades,” Alzheimer’s. As the reader travels through these
misty and introspective poems, they will find some lines and
passages that mirror their own journey through life.
Joan Marie Galat had three books released in 2020. Absolute Expert:
Space (National Geographic Kids/ages 8–12) explains all things
space, from our solar system to worlds far beyond our galaxy. It
includes the amazing work of astronomers and other scientists
and information on new discoveries and the latest technologies.
Young readers will also enjoy fun activities and sky-watching
tips. Stars (Scholastic/ages 7–10) explores all kinds of stars, from
supergiants and white dwarfs to supernovas and black holes. It
includes an activity, timeline, and stunning NASA images. The
Story of Malala Yousafzai: A Biography Book For Young Readers
(Rockridge Press/ages 6–8) tells the story of when Malala was told
girls would no longer be able to go to school, stood up for equal
rights, and became the youngest person ever to receive the Nobel
Peace Prize. Please visit joangalat.com for details.
Tonya Liburd has two stories coming out this year. The first is a
reprint of “The Ace of Knives” in Apex Magazine (January 5, 2021).
That will be followed by an original story, “10 Steps to a Whole
New You” in Fantasy Magazine.
Claire Finlayson’s Dispatches from Ray’s Planet: A Journey through
Autism is a memoir about learning to see past her autistic brother’s
eccentricities to the man within and her “conversation” with him
through the medium of writing. It was released in September,
with an endorsement by Temple Grandin. The Autism Society of
Canada featured Ray’s Planet in their newsletter.

Victoria writer Michael Scott Curnes’ fourth novel, Wicked Ninnish,
was published October 13 by Inkwater Press/IngramSpark. He is
the author of three previously published novels, including Coping
with Ash, which won the 2017 Royal Dragonfly fiction award, the
Green Apple fiction prize, and the IPPY bronze medal for LGBT
fiction, and For the Love of Mother, which won the 2011 Green Book
Festival fiction prize. His website: michaelscottcurnes.com
Gavin Barrett’s new poetry collection, Understan, was launched by
publisher Mawenzi House on July 16, 2020. The launch, hosted
by publisher Nurjehan Aziz, featured readings from the book,
live music, and a Q&A with literary festival organizer and curator
Meenakshi Alimchandani. The video of the launch is available on
YouTube. Gavin hosted the 27th Tartan Turban Secret Reading:
A Political Poetry Reading, featuring Toronto Poet Laureate Al
Moritz, Andrea Thompson, Diana Manole, and Lisa Richter. Gavin
was a panelist in the Literature in the Spotlight: Voices Unleashed
panel discussion hosted by Cultural Pluralism in the Arts
Movement Ontario (CPAMO). The panel broadens the conversation
on Canada’s literary history with a focus on IBPOC writers and
the nuanced ways in which they address various IBPOC Canadian
perspectives. The Canadian Authors—Toronto Words with Writers
Podcast featured Gavin Barrett, Lee Parpart, Danny Ramadan, June
Rogers, and Chris Gorman in July and Gavin Barrett in August 2020.

Young Readers); Dragon Assassin by Arthur Slade (Scholastic
Canada Ltd.); The Other Side by Heather Camlot (Red Deer Press);
and Yara’s Spring co-written by Sharon E. McKay (Annick Press).
For the White Pine Award: Break in Case of Emergency by Brian
Francis (HarperCollins Canada); Frying Plantain by Zalika ReidBenta (House of Anansi Press); He Must Like You by Danielle
Young-Ullman (Penguin Random House Canada Young Readers);
Hunted by the Sky by Tanaz Bhathena (Penguin Random House
Canada Young Readers); The Starlight Claim by Tim Wynne-Jones
(Candlewick Press); and You Don’t Have To Die in the End by Anita
Daher (Yellow Dog). For the Prix Mélèze: Le fantôme de la maison
Scott by Alain M. Bergeron (Éditions Michel Quintin) and Sergent
Billy : La vraie histoire du chevreau devenu soldat by Mireille Messier
(Éditions de l’Isatis).
Two books by members were on the short list for the 2020 Toronto
Books Awards: Frying Plantain by Zalika Reid-Benta (House of
Anansi Press) and Dancing After Ten co-written by Georgia Webber
(FantaGraphics).
Bottoms Up: A History of Alcohol in Newfoundland and Labrador
(Breakwater Books) by Sheilah Roberts Lukins was a winner in the
2020 Gourmand International Best in the “World Drink History
Awards.”

Susan Sanford Blades published her debut novel, Fake It So Real
(Nightwood), in October 2020. One of the chapters from the novel
was also published in The Journey Prize Stories 32: The Best of
Canada’s New Writers.

Souvankham Thammavongsa won the 2020 Scotiabank Giller
Prize for her short story collection, How to Pronounce Knife
(McClelland & Stewart). Souvankham has also been appointed the
inaugural Laurier Stedman Prize Fellow.

Awards

The Creative Nova Scotia Awards recognized three members: Dr.
Afua Cooper is the 2020 recipient of the Portia White Prize for
cultural and artistic excellence, and Shauntay Grant and Marjorie
Simmins each received the $5000 Established Artist Recognition
Award.

The short list for the 2021 Forest of Reading Awards includes
books by several TWUC members. For the Blue Spruce Award:
Fast Friends by Heather M. O’Connor (Scholastic Canada Ltd.);
Salma the Syrian Chef by Danny Ramadan (Annick Press); and
The Truth About Wind co-written by Hazel Hutchins (Annick
Press). For the Silver Birch Express Award: Ghost’s Journey: A
Refugee Story by Robin Stevenson (Rebel Mountain Press) and
Terry Fox and Me by Mary Beth Leatherdale (Tundra Books). For
the Silver Birch Fiction Award: A Boy is Not a Bird by Edeet Ravel
(Groundwood Books) and Harvey Comes Home by Colleen Nelson
(Pajama Press). For the Yellow Cedar Award: The Boreal Forest: A
Year in The World’s Largest Land Biome by L. E. Carmichael (Kids
Can Press); It Began With a Page: How Gyo Fujikawa Drew the Way
by Kyo Maclear (Tundra); One Earth: People of Color Protecting Our
Planet by Anuradha Rao (Orca Book Publishers); Trending: How
and Why Stuff Gets Popular by Kira Vermond (Owlkids Books
Inc.); and Under Pressure: The Science of Stress by Tanya Lloyd Kyi
(Kids Can Press). For the Red Maple Award: Broken Strings by
Eric Walters and Kathy Kacer (Penguin Random House Canada

Salma the Syrian Chef by Danny Ramadan won the Middle East
Book Award 2020 for Best Picture Book.
Sandra Djwa was named Member of the Order of Canada: “The
acclaimed biographer of F.R. Scott, Roy Daniells, and P.K. Page
was also acknowledged as a Member for her work as a critic and
for her 37-year career teaching at Simon Fraser University.”
Dennis Lee won the $25,000 Matt Cohen Award: In Celebration of
a Writing Life from the Writers’ Trust.
Kate Armstrong received the 2019–20 Alison Prentice Award from
The Ontario Historical Society, which recognizes the best book
in Ontario women’s history published in the last three years, for
her book The Stone Frigate: The Royal Military College’s First Female
Cadet Speaks Out (Dundurn Press).
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Kateri Lanthier, Siren,
Véhicule Press, 2017

New Members
Layla Ahmad,
When Mom’s Away,
Second Story Press,
2021 (forthcoming)
Raye Anderson, And
We Shall Have Snow,
Signature Editions,
2020
B.R. Bentley, The
Banker’s Box,
FriesenPress, 2019

Isabel Duarte, Bingo
Babes, Samuel
French, Inc., 2002
Hadley Dyer,
Here So Far Away,
HarperCollins, 2018
Heather Fawcett,
Ember and the Ice
Dragons, Balzer +
Bray, 2019

Selina Boan,
Undoing Hours,
Nightwood Editions,
2021 (forthcoming)

Claire Finlayson,
Dispatches from Ray’s
Planet: A Journey
through Autism,
Caitlin Press, 2020

Josephine Boxwell,
Unravelling,
Guernica Editions,
2020

Adam Leith Gollner,
The Fruit Hunters,
Doubleday Canada,
2008
Bettianne Hedges,
Practice of Her
Profession, McGillQueens University
Press, 2020

Zoe Dickinson,
Public Transit, Leaf
Press, 2015
Darcy Dobell, The
Oyster Who Looked
at the Sky, Oochilan
Books, 2008
Marilyn Duarte,
“The Bicycle,”
Ellipsis Zine,
December 2019
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Alana Jones, Behind
the Frontline,
Magoria Books, 2019

Andria Hill-Lehr,
Mona Parsons: From
Privilege to Prison,
from Nova Scotia
to Nazi Europe,
Nimbus Publishing,
2017
Andrea Hoff, “How
Vanessa Beecroft
Taught Me to
Meditate While
Standing Naked
in the Middle of
Berlin,” Room, Vol.
35 Num. 4
Sandra Jean-Louis,
ghostwriter

Aleksandr Lashkov,
“Research: Using
Content Marketing
Tools For Rapid
Audience Reach on
the US and Latin
America Markets,”
BCI-Marketing.ru
Peter Lavin, HTML
to MadCap Flare,
XmL Press, 2017
Sharon Lax,
Shattered Fossils,
Guernica Editions,
2020

Michelle
Kadarusman, Music
for Tigers, Pajama
Press, 2020

Wanda O’Connor,
“The Pythia,” The
World Speaking Back
to... Denise Riley,
Boiler House Press
2018
Richard Patrick
O’Regan, “Cuban
Graffiti,” Automobile,
1991

Mark Poznansky,
Saved by Science: The
Hope and Promise
of Synthetic Biology,
ECW Press, 2020
Sherry J. Lee, Going
Up! Kids Can Press,
2020

Josh Quirion, Towners
& Other Stories,
Shoreline Press, 2020

Tonya Liburd, “A
Question Of Faith,”
BookSmugglers, 11
July 2017

Zarmina Rafi, “Daily
Form,” Public
Hearings Online
Festival: A Project of
the Goethe-Institut.
Johannesburg: June,
2020

Mary MacDonald,
The Crooked Thing,
Caitlin Press, 2020

Libby King, “On
Reading Karl
Ove,” Grain,
Saskatchewan
Writers’ Guild, 2019

Christina Myers, The
List of Last Chances,
Caitlin Press, 2021
(forthcoming)

Melanie Power,
“After Apple-Picking,”
Arc Poetry Magazine,
2020

Basma Kavanagh,
Ruba’iyat for the Time
of Apricots, Frontenac
House, 2018
Andreas Kessaris,
The Butcher of
Park Ex & Other
Semi-Truthful Tales,
Guernica Editions,
2020

Phillip Dwight
Morgan, “Body
Cameras are not the
Answer,” The Star, 8
June 2020

Logan Macnair,
Panegyric, Now or
Never Publishing,
2020
Jessica McDiarmid,
Highway of Tears,
Doubleday, 2019

Indra Ramayan, Mud
Lilies, Now or Never
Publishing, 2021
(forthcoming)
Susan Sanford
Blades, Fake It So
Real, Nightwood
Editions, 2020

David Simmonds,
The Teleporter’s
Handbook, Tellwell
Talent, 2018
Floyd Spracklin,
Shellbird, DRC
Publishing, 2019
Terri Taylor,
“Dreaming Myself
Awake,” Emerge 19:
The Writer’s Studio
Anthology, SFU
Publications, 2019
Tamara Vukusic,
Obittersweet:
Life Lessons from
Obituaries, Mosaic
Press, 2020
Michelle Wamboldt,
The Birth Road,
Vagrant Press, 2022
(forthcoming)
Richard Weiser, The
Real Mystery of Tom
Thomson, Dragon
Hill Publishing,
2021 (forthcoming)
Carolyn WhitneyBrown, Tender to
the World: Jean
Vanier, L’Arche, and
the United Church
of Canada, McGillQueen’s University
Press, 2019
Alex Williamson,
Very Bright, Almost
Pretty, Frontenac
House, 2020
Susan Wismer,
“Still the Moon,”
Juniper, Vol. 4 Iss. 2
Pat Zonta, Jessica’s
X-Ray, Firefly Books
Ltd, 2015

THANK YOU
FOR YOUR SUPPORT

The Writers’ Union of Canada thanks the following
individuals for their generous donations
Caroline Adderson
Elle Andra-Warner
George Anthony
Linwood Barclay
Bob Barton
Judy Fong Bates
Jean Rae Baxter
Eugene Benson
Steven Benstead
Marie-Claire Blais
Lisa Bowes
Kate Braid
Mary J. Breen
Elizabeth Buchanan
Roberta Buchanan
Sandra Campbell
Debra Ann Cantrell
Neil Caplan
Rod Carley
Edward Carson
Lucia Cascioli
Rie Charles
Jan Conn
Jane Cooper

Jasmine D’Costa
Orysia Dawydiak
Brian d’Eon
Surinder Dhanjal
Mary Lou
Dickinson
Sandra Djwa
Marion Douglas
Stan Dragland
David Dyment
Ruth Edgett
Susan Evans Shaw
Kim Fahner
L. M. Falcone
Mark Finnan
Patrick Friesen
Simone Garneau
Gary Geddes
Carole Giangrande
Don Gillmor
Carolyn Gossage
John Gould
Wayne Grady
Sylvia Gunnery

Robin Harlick
Elaine Harvey
Carol Harvey Steski
Penelope Hawtrey
Doley Henderson
Dae-Tong Huh
Maureen Hynes
Roy Innes
Susan Ioannou
Frances Itani
Peter Jailall
Amanda Jette
Marthe Jocelyn
A.J.B. Johnston
Stephen Kimber
Ken Klonsky
Joy Kogawa
Rob Laidlaw
Fiona Lam
David Lee
Bonnie Lendrum
Myrna Neuringer
Levy
Laurie Lewis

Mary Ann LichaczKarwatsky
Jane Lind
Alison Lohans
Sidura Ludwig
Ainslie Manson
Eileen Reid Marcil
Yann Martel
Gloria Mehlmann
Michael Melling
Monica Meneghetti
Braz Menezes
Heather Menzies
Don H. Meredith
Rod Michalko
Jean Mills
Karen Mulhallen
Ben Nuttall-Smith
Ruth Ohi
Molly Peacock
Debora Pearson
Steve Pitt
Dennis Reid
William N. Rowe

Pete Sarsfield
Tommy
Schnurmacher
Anne Shmelzer
Claire Sicherman
Lola Sneyd
Adam Sol
Janet Somerville
Blair Stonechild
Craig Terlson
Scott Thornley
Jerena Tobiasen
Sheila Tucker
David Tyson
Aritha van Herk
Judy Villeneuve
Ian Wallace
Ann Walmsley
Rudy Wiebe
Rebecca Wigod
Elana Wolff
Rachel Wyatt

And a special thank you to our monthly donors, whose ongoing
generosity supports the Union’s work on behalf of all writers
Janet Barkhouse
Lynne Bowen
Charles Bowie
Sandra Campbell

Jan Conn
Sheldon Currie
Anita Daher
Joanne Findon

Cynthia Flood
Peggy Gale
Bonnie Klein
Julia Lin

Jane Lind
Daphne Marlatt
Yann Martel
Robert Munsch

Kit Pearson
Maggie Siggins
Kate J. Thompson
Gloria Varley
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If you’re a published writer
and haven’t affiliated with
Access Copyright yet,
you’re missing out
For over 30 years, Access Copyright has been
a collective voice of Canadian creators and
publishers.
We believe they should be paid for the use of
their work, and we are a strong advocate to
make sure that they are.
Registering with Access Copyright is easy and
it’s also free.
To get started today, please visit
www.accesscopyright.ca/creators or
email affiliates@accesscopyright.ca.

Get a Quote
Get Insured
Get Creative

We make getting health insurance easy.

The plan is a service of AFBS,
a not-for-profit insurer.

Affordable. Guaranteed acceptance. Easy to join.
Get a quote at writerscoalition.ca or call 1.855.934.2355.

Our (virtual) book opens February 14

thinairkids.ca

New Year,
New Must-Reads

JANUARY 19

“The triumph of Saga Boy
is the triumph of
Blackness everywhere—
the irrepressible instinct
for survival in a world
where Blacks are prey.”
—IAN WILLIAMS

penguinrandomhouse.ca

FEBRUARY 2

“The perfect mix
of coming-ofage, radical
authenticity and
#BlackGirlMagic.”

MARCH 30

“A phenomenal,
human story. . . .
I could not put
this book down.”
—CLARA HUGHES

—TRACY MOORE

penguinrandomca

